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Abstract: The paper studies the questions characterizing the Russian economy of 1990s, shows contemporary
situation of criminalization of agro-industrial complex (AIC), discloses consequences of criminal economy
influence for agricultural organizations and presents the main threats for AIC economical safety. We give a
detailed analysis for the state of AIC economical criminality in Perm region, taking into account the latent crimes
of economic orientation and material damage incurred; we analyzed the social portrait of an individual,
committing theft of budget funds intended for development of this sphere of economy and defined the basic
methods for estimating the criminalization level in the AIC sphere, connected with encroachment on budget
funds, allocated in the framework of priority national project “AIC development” and different governmental
programs. The paper also presents the main types of criminal profits in the AIC sector and establishes the
advantages of the method for determining the level of damage incurred in the AIC sector.
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INTRODUCTION The Main Part: In late 1990s, the state of Russian

At present, the production of agricultural products reduction in the production and economical activity, by
and its processing in countries with developed market fivefold decrease in industrial investments, disintegration
economy are the most important conditions for political of economy and currency, by threefold decrease in labor
and economical stability of the country and the indicator remuneration as compared to pre-reform level; the
of its national independence. Reforms, undertaken in productivity of labor was reduced by more than a factor
Russia, are invariably accompanied by growing criminal of three [2]. The volume of Russian economy in the period
manifestations. Permanently changing laws, political of 1990-2000 was “reduced” by a factor of four, which
instability and creation of administrative barriers combine approximately corresponds to 35-year time receding, i.e.,
to force entrepreneurs to “hide in shadow” their capitals, moving back to 1960s [3]. Budget incomes were reduced
to refer to criminal representatives for service and by a factor of eight, which entailed rapid degradation of
sometimes even to commit illegal acts. Russian scientists social sphere and breakdown of national security system.
toward mid-1990s stated that the epoch of general Reforms, performed in Russia, were invariably
criminalization of economy and of economic relationships accompanied by growing criminal manifestations. The
begun in Russia. This process did not avoid also the criminogenic situation in economic sphere had been more
agro-industrial complex, which is designed to satisfy the acute in 1993-1994, when large-scale redivision of the
primary human need in food. state property begun and the process of liberalization of

Shadow economy exists both in developed countries internal and external markets was launched
and in the developing ones. Such economy does not simultaneously with concurrent weakening and even loss
depend on confidence to institutions of authorities and is of control over the economy; similar processes were in
primarily present in developing countries [1]. progress in other countries as well. 

economy was characterized by more than twofold
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World crisis was about to happen long time ago, Corruption manifestations and violations of legal
“When scientists and analysts, such as Nobel laureate regulation negatively influence the development
Joseph Stiglitz, or a New York professor Nouriel Roubini, conditions of the contemporary market, protection and
warned about threatening danger; elite waved these consolidation of lawful entrepreneurship [7].
warnings away, because they prevent them from making Saying that the criminal economy emerged in the
big money” [4]. period of 1990s reforms is not quite correct. Criminal

Inflationary processes that occurred in 1990s in economy exists in every state permanently, in parallel with
Russia had negative and long-term consequences for the the legal one; however, in the period of reforms the
national economy. criminal economy shows swift development and large

It can be readily seen that the total world production scales. We can present an example of the USA in 1920s
grows by approximately 10% per year, which, in and 1930s, during the period of “dry law” and the Great
accordance with the classical economic theory, should Depression. In Russia, the criminal economy also existed
express “the increase of productivity”. However, within system of command economy and started swiftly
juxtaposition with indicators of physical production developing in 1990s.
volume shows that it is not the growth in productivity, Increasing number of crimes of economical
but rather a gain in money supply, without any real force orientation and the absence of efficient societal and
support. G. Mankiw tells about the influence of unsecured governmental control, aimed at preventing the
money issue on inflation. “Analysis shows that high criminalization growth, remain to be the most essential
inflation of 1970s was associated with the rapid increase destructors of the Russian society [8].
of the quantity of money in circulation and low inflation Now that criminal offence turns into economical one
in mid-1990s was associated with the decelerated increase and the latent economical crimes and corruption of the
of the quantity of money in national economy of the civil service permanently grow, the criminalization spreads
USA”. Along with inflation, the actual economical pattern not only into those spheres, where profits can be gained
of the world becomes more distorted. Phantom replaces rather easily, but also parasitically influence agro-
the reality. Authorities become unable to predict industrial complex, all significantly influencing the public
objectively the long-term consequences of the decisions welfare.
taken [5]. To characterize the “public welfare”, to solve tasks of

Largest attention of criminal environment was increasing the usefulness of products and services and to
attracted to privatization of property, finances and credit, achieve the maximum public welfare, the foreign
bank activities, money circulation, i.e., exactly to those publications perform value estimations with respect to
spheres where huge profits could be gained with relative profits, gained by particular individuals as a result of
ease. According to data of the Ministry of Interior Affairs, these changes; and the social welfare may not necessarily
more than three thousand criminal groups acted in 1991 in be formed as a result of historical, cultural, or political
Russia. More than 60% of state enterprises and almost circumstances [9].
40% of commercial structures of the country were Contemporary situation in Russia envisages
involved into criminal sphere. Organized criminal economical consequences, associated with the lack of the
structures control, to some or another extent, more than 40 property protection in the transition economy. Analysis
thousand economic entities of various forms of property undertaken confirms that there is a close interrelation
and , in particular, about 1.5 thousand major state between institutions of property right and economical
enterprises, more than 500 joint enterprises and 550 banks growth; moreover, the analysis results confirm that the
[6]. redistributions of risks ensure depressive effect on

Consequences of the influence of the criminal investment and innovative activities of various
economy are terrible for the state. This is the penetration enterprises and, potentially, can lead to a great loss of
of representatives of the criminal sphere into the efficiency and economical growth which, otherwise, could
government structure, not in order to serve the interests have been avoided [10]. 
of the state, but rather to gain maximal profit. Decrease in Many Russian scientists-agrarians admit that the
the governmental manageability entailed a reduction of criminalization of the sector significantly influences the
the taxable base and the quantity of collected taxes, the living standard of rural population of Russia.
volume of unrecorded production and services and , Facts of “laundering” the money, gained through
moreover, this distorts the actual pattern of economical criminal activities, became widespread. Disturbances in
situation. agro-industrial complex account for one third of all crimes.
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Objects of distillery, meat-processing and milk industries investors. Hence, governmental support and regulation of
suffer the most. High level of economic crimes is the AIC sector is the necessary condition for market
registered in financial and banking institutions, dealing economy. The AIC sector is unable to produce goods
with bank loans for agricultural commodity producers. and, moreover, to develop under the conditions of market
Every second crime is committed by persons liable for self-regulation. People in countries with developed market
breakage. Every seventh crime is committed by managers economy are long aware of this regularity, signified by the
of state enterprises, LLP, stock-companies. These facts amount of subsidies into agriculture. 
are all the evidences of growing criminalization of agro- A stable AIC development directly depends on the
industrial sector of economy [11]. economical safety; however, the AIC economical safety

A team of the authors at academician D.N. is now at highly unstable state; therefore, the agro-
Pryanishnikov Perm State Agricultural Academy stress industrial complex is unable to perform adequately the
that criminal agiotage in recent years was warmed by assigned functions, which is of serious concern. 
various kinds of transactions with land. Bribes for Our sociological studies confirm that the share of
allotment of land for construction, for alienation into criminalization is the leading factor among other threats of
private ownership, sale and resale measure several million economical safety of APC sector (Fig. 1).
rubles. Representatives of  the  shadow  business  often Management specialists point out that “the
break through to occupy manager positions in the state government regulation of the process of efficient
apparatus. Exploiting their regulatory powers, they economy establishment is impossible without its law
“push” acceptance of favorable standard acts, regulating enforcement provision”.
the questions of licensing and assignment of quotas of Undoubtedly, law enforcement agencies can ensure
released excise goods, credit and loan operations and the economical safety of agro-industrial complex if
other aspects of private enterprising activity [12]. government would create civilized conditions and rules,

In S.A. Enilina’s opinion, “Agriculture for Russian regulating agrarian relations in sustaining the economical
society is not just the economical part of life, but rather its growth of agricultural production owing to timely
lifestyle. It includes preservation of the genotype, culture, evaluation and regulation of crisis events.
social, geopolitical control over the territory,  insurance Criminalization of economy in the AIC sphere can be
of its integrity and independence and many other things, characterized through analysis of economical criminality
which are difficult to quantify in money  units,  difficult  to state. Data from the information center of the Main
understand how much to pay for them, but which do Department of Ministry of Internal Affairs in Perm area
should be paid” [13]. indicate that the largest number of crimes was recorded in

The production of agricultural goods in the AIC 2007, when priority national project “AIC development”
sector is very risky because it depends on many factors was initiated (Table 1).
and, in particular, it does not  provide  fast  turnover of As can be seen from statistical data, the largest
invested   capital;    therefore,    it     looks    unprofitable number of crimes was exposed in 2007 and 2009, with the
and  unattractive  for  the  present-day  entrepreneurs  and incurred material damage growing in size.

Fig. 1: Threats for AIC economical safety
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Table 1: The number of registered crimes in the AIC sector of Perm region

Crimes 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

of economical orientation:

among them: 8 223 8 375 7 583 3 511 2 663

major 892 1 034 1 054 755 554

grave 2 834 3 296 3 250 1 921 1 526

against property 3 100 2 860 2 678 1 214 962

thefts 80 278 205 36 6

frauds 1 889 1 864 2 131 1 009 743

misappropriations 1 086 710 304 153 111

in an organized group 356 360 233 106 57

Incurred financial damage (thousand rub.) 1 186 631 1 648 552 1 442 070 2 311 151 1 940 462

In the sphere of PNP AIC development 336 170 184 38 22

Incurred financial damage (thousand rub.) 37 015 21 475 64 189 187 498 36 852

In the sphere of consumer market 2 701 1 942 1 906 897 411

Incurred financial damage (thousand rub.) 200 005 405 972 299 351 610 144 166 087

Against state power, interests of state authorities and the service in autonomous bodies 929 936 1 173 694 862

Incurred financial damage (thousand rub.) 39 971 39 755 109 513 69 597 45 909

Bribes 334 337 416 151 298

Incurred financial damage (thousand rub.) 40 030 3 940 1 445 7 733 12 620

Commercial bribery 30 33 4 6 5

Incurred financial damage (thousand rub.) 387 1617 14 387 150

The recorded crimes grew in number during 2007 and and, secondly, corruption expenses are included in the
2009 since governmental programs were accepted in those cost of producible agricultural goods. This segment is
years to develop agro-industrial complex; accordingly, directly linked to business and state corruption. The scale
budget funds were issued and attracted to the sector not of the segment of corruption economy in the AIC sector
only a large number of separate offenders, but also is quite large and may be comparable to shadow economy
organized criminal groups. sector in the AIC branch, according to tentative expert

Crimes,    connected     with     the   encroachment estimates.
upon    budget    funds,    allocated    in    the   framework From   analysis of    the    portrait    of an
of  priority  national  project  “AIC  development”  and individual, committing theft of budget funds, we
state program, make up a considerable part in the concluded  that  most  crimes  in  this  category  are
structure of exposed crimes in the AIC sphere, which committed   by    the    individuals    in    the     age   of 30-
presents  a   serious   menace  for  the  food  security  of 40  years,  i.e.,  by  people  born  during  approximately
the state. 1970-1979, who underwent the collapse of the USSR,

Criminalization and shadow economy are very close perestroika and whose psychology had been formed at
and interrelated  socio-economical  phenomena.  Shadow times when the idea of unlimited consumption had been
economy creates a nutrient medium for development of cultivated.
corruption; while corruption, in turn, creates suitable Summarizing the results of numerous studies,
basis for the development of criminalization in the sector devoted to the development of methods for estimating the
of economy. economy criminalization, we classified the methods for

Special  attention  in   this   aspect   should   be  paid estimating the economy criminalization (Fig. 2).
to the corruption component because, firstly, state When conducting analytical procedures aimed at
authorities,   realizing   their   regulatory   powers,  use exposing the possible concealment of criminal profits at
them not for AIC development in region, but for their agricultural enterprises, first of all we should define
personal,  mercenary  purposes,  getting  illegal  cash typical methods for committing the illegal activities at
awards  from  representatives  of  criminal  environment; agricultural enterprises.
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Fig. 2: Classification of methods for criminal economy evaluation.

As an example, the criminal profits from agricultural from threshing floor; by incomplete posting of
production can be obtaining through: grains, by overestimating the grain expense; re-

Concealment of the harvest volume by means of By overestimating the cost price of agricultural
growing grain on unrecorded areas; goods.
Underestimation of areas of used farmlands and crop
yields; Using the methods developed to calculate the
Selling grain at speculative prices; damage from the criminalization of sector economy at
Creation  of  unrecorded  excess   of   grain  and regional level, we can also estimate the total damage.
fodder by underestimating the mass of accepted The total damage ( ) is calculated by summing the
grain; by overestimating the mass of grain delivered constituent damages incurred:

grading, etc.;
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2. Abalkin, L.I., 2006. Thoughts about the long-term

where m  is the number of constituent damages for the i th 3. Gubanov,  S.,  2007.  Russia  systematic  choicei

component. (results of 2006). Economist, 4: 3-22.
Thus, the damage from the criminalization of the AIC 4. Barro,     R.J.    and    X.   Sala-i-Martin,   1995.

sector consists of the following components: Economic   Growth.   Cambridge   MA:  MIT  Press,
pp: 672.

damage due to improper expense of budget funds; 5. Mankiw,     G.,      2006.    Principles   of   Economics.
damage due to illegal turnover of the land intended St. Petersburg: Piter, pp: 496.
for agricultural use; 6. Shlykov, V.V., 2000. Economical safety of agricultural
damage due to gain of criminal profits from entities: organization and criminological aspects.
agricultural production. Ryazan: Pressa.

An alternative method for estimating the AIC crime   business.   International  Journal  of  Law,
economy criminalization at regional scale can be applied Crime and Justice, 40(4): 338-368.
in any separate region [14]. 8. Biswas, A.K., M.R. Farzanegan and M. Thum, 2012.

In our opinion, an alternative estimation method Pollution, shadow economy and corruption: Theory
should be constructed not on the basis of general and evidence. Ecological economics, 75: 114-125.
recommendations, but on the basis of those adapted to 9. Pagliari, C., E. Bucciarelli and M. Alessi, 2011.
concrete conditions and taking most complete account of Interdependence of world markets: Economic growth
specific features of regional criminal economy of AIC and social well-being.  Procedia  Computer  Science,
sector; thus, basic types of criminalization of economy of 3: 732-741.
AIC sector at regional level are: 10. Kapeliushnikov, R., A. Kuznetsov,  N.  Demina  and

Improper expense (theft) of budget funds allocated rights in a transition economy: An empirical
to develop separate agricultural enterprises and perspective. Journal of Comparative Economics. 
regional AIC sector as a whole. 11. Svetlakov, A.G., A.P. Andrunik and J.B. Sysuev,
Gaining the criminal profits from agricultural 2010. The concept of economical safety: methods for
production. risk and threats prevention by service of personnel
Illegal turnover of the land intended for agricultural management. Perm, Federal State Educational
use. Institution   of   Higher   Professional   Education,

CONCLUSION Russia, pp: 576.

Application of modern algorithm of operations, 2003. AIC Economical safety. Perm: Perm State
including the method for detection, analysis of the Agricultural Academy, pp: 218.
situation and mechanism of realization of priority 13. Enilina, S.A., 2006. Priority national project AIC
measures for localization of risks and threats of criminal development. Realization on the territory of Chuvash
infringement with respect to agro-industrial complex will Republic. Bulletin of Chuvash University, pp: 7.
create favorable situation for raising the food and 14. Vasev,     S.V.     and    A.G.   Svetlakov,   2012.
economical security of the state. Modern mechanism of decriminalization of AIC
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